Hyper Parameter Optimization using Genetic Algorithm on Machine Learning Methods for Online News Popularity Prediction
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Abstract—Online news is a media for people to get new information. There are a lot of online news media out there and a many people will only read news that is interesting for them. This kind of news tends to be popular and will bring profit to the media owner. That's why, it is necessary to predict whether a news is popular or not by using the prediction methods. Machine learning is one of the popular prediction methods we can use. In order to make a higher accuracy of prediction, the best hyper parameter of machine learning methods need to be determined. Determining the hyper parameter can be time consuming if we use grid search method because grid search is a method which tries all possible combination of hyper parameter. This is a problem because we need a quicker time to make a prediction of online news popularity. Hence, genetic algorithm is proposed as the alternative solution because genetic algorithm can get optimal hyper parameter with reasonable time. The result of implementation shows that genetic algorithm can get the hyper parameter with almost the same result with grid search with faster computational time. The reduction in computational time is as follows: Support Vector Machine is 425.06%, Random forest is 17%, Adaptive Boosting is 651.06%, and lastly K - Nearest Neighbour is 396.72%.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The news is information about what is happening in the world. This information is useful to people, for example as the topic of conversation, decision making, etc. News can be obtained by several ways, such as printed media, television, and online. Nowadays, online media is one of the most accessed media to obtain news [1].

Online news is a popular media to get information because a lot of people is using internet on their gadget [2]. The ability to comment and share the news is one of the appeals of the online news. Usually, people tend to share news they think interesting. The number of shares is one way to measure the popularity [3]. After reading the news, people don't read the same news contained in media news. This makes unshared online news not read by people [4]. If the news is not read by many people, an advertiser will not insert their advertisement and without advertisement, the online news media will lose its source of income. To solve it, it is necessary to know whether a news will be popular or not before its' publication [2].

Online news popularity prediction can be solved by one of the data mining techniques that are classification [5]. Classification is a way to discover the class of a certain input data using a certain rule. Support Vector Machine (SVM) [2], Random Forest (RF) [2] [6], Adaptive Boosting (AdaBoost) [2], K-Nearest Neighbour (KNN) [2], Naïve Bayes (NB) [2] [7] was used to make a classification of online news popularity. The result was most of them can only get a result in 60% accuracy. To be able to get a more reliable result in online news popularity prediction, it is needed to produce a method that can make a result better than the previous research. This unsatisfactory prediction performance may occur because of the characteristic of the online news data.

In online news, there are a lot of features that can influence the amount of the popularity. That redundant feature usually makes the result of the prediction worse [8]. That is why feature reduction is one way to raise the result. Feature reduction is to use reduced feature instead of a full feature of the dataset. Feature reduction can be achieved by using feature selection and feature extraction. The two of them are methods to reduce the feature used, but the difference is, in feature selection, we select a number of features from the entire feature to be used in classification process, while in feature extraction, all of the features are converted into a new number of features that is less than the original feature. In [5], feature selection method is used to increase the result of the online news. Information gain, correlation-based, gain ratio, learner-based selection method was proposed and between them, the learner based achieved the best accuracy that is 63%. Even if it is able to get that result, when it comes to very high feature data, feature selection can have a lower performance [9]. For feature extraction, Principal Component Analysis (PCA) was used in [10]. After using PCA, the reduced feature then used as the feature of machine learning methods to do classification task for online news popularity prediction. The result is the SVM can achieve up to 69% accuracy. But, the weakness of using PCA is the feature became uninterpretable and it is necessary to define the optimal number of the principal component to get the optimum result [11]. These methods were methods to increase the performance of the machine learning methods from the attribute used.

Even without feature reduction, machine learning methods' performance can be increased, and one of the methods we can
use is a hybrid algorithm. The hybrid algorithm is combining algorithm with another algorithm to get a better result [12]. In [13] hybrid SVM-RF was proposed to increase the performance of the online news popularity prediction. This implementation indeed gives a better performance by achieving up to 73% accuracy. While it can give a better performance, the downside of using hybrid algorithm is the difficulty in implementation and choosing the combination of the algorithm. If the combination of the algorithm is not right, it will give worse performance than the original algorithm.

Actually, there is a simpler method that can be used to enhance the performance of machine learning methods that is by tuning its hyperparameter. Hyperparameter is parameters inside machine learning methods. Each machine learning method has a different set of hyperparameter. In order to change this hyperparameter, we can just manually change the value until the result is satisfactory. However, manually tuning hyperparameter is a tedious task because there is a lot of possible combination that can be used. That's why automatic hyperparameter tuning is used to find the optimal value.

Grid Search can be used to automatically find the optimal hyperparameter. Grid Search is an optimization algorithm that searches all possible combination in the search space. In [2], Grid Search was used to optimize the hyper parameter of the machine learning methods. It can make the performance of machine learning algorithm enhanced and the best result out of all the machine learning method is RF with 67% accuracy. Grid Search also comes with a downside that is, the computational time is slow [14]. To overcome this problem, another optimization method can be used to replace this method. One of the methods is Genetic Algorithm.

Genetic Algorithm is an optimization algorithm that can get near the optimal value of a function [15]. The time needed to get the optimal value is also plausible. In [14], SVM with genetic algorithm hyper parameter optimization was used to try several free dataset and the result is SVM with a genetic algorithm can get the near optimal hyper parameter using a lot faster computational time.

Hence, a genetic algorithm is proposed in this research to replace the grid search method. This is the novelty of this research because genetic algorithm hasn’t been used to determine hyper parameter in online news data. The purpose of using genetic algorithm is to get a faster computational time for determining the popularity of online news because a lot of news are created every day and speed is necessary in online news media.

II. MATERIAL AND METHODS

Several steps are needed in order to make a popularity estimation of online news. The online news texts need to be translated into several attributes. Then, in order to enhance the result of the prediction, the hyper parameter is tuned using a genetic algorithm. After that, machine learning methods with optimal hyper parameter are used to classify whether online news is popular or not.

A. Data for Online News Popularity Prediction

The data used in this research was online news popularity dataset downloaded from UCI machine learning website1. The dataset consists of 39797 instances and 61 attributes. It consists of many online news articles from Mashable news service [2]. These articles are articles published from January 2013 until January 2015. This many attribute and instances make it a challenging dataset to use because it is a lot of data and the higher the amount of data, the longer the computational time needed. This dataset is the summary information of the news that is needed in order to know the popularity. For example, the number of positive words, negative words, the number of images, the number of shares, etc.

The target of this dataset is the number of shares. If the number of shares reaches a certain threshold, then the news is considered as popular, otherwise, it is not popular. The number of shares can be a way to determine popularity because people won't share an article they don't like to other people. The number of shares is used as popularity measurement. In this research, the minimum number of share of news considered as popular is 1400 shares [2].

B. Machine Learning Methods

Machine learning is a method to make a computer to have the ability to learn. Statistical methods are often used to achieve it. There are a lot of things that can be learned by using machine learning methods, one of them is classification. Until now, several machine learning methods are already developed to get a better result on learning. Machine learning methods can be used to solve a classification problem, clustering problem, and forecasting problem.

1) Support Vector Machine (SVM): SVM is a machine learning method for regression and classification [14]. SVM as classifier will make a hyper plane that separates the data into several classes. SVM has C, gamma, and kernel as hyper parameter. SVM is a popular machine learning methods used in many classification problems. SVM can be used to classify many things like in [16] as tumour classifier. In [17] SVM is used to classify poetry. [18] Used SVM in bank direct marketing problem.

2) Random Forest (RF): Random Forest is a machine learning method using several decision trees. It can be used as regressor or classifier. Random forest initializes a number of the tree via randomization technique [6]. The hyper parameter of Random Forest is the number of trees, the depth of the tree, etc. If it is tuned, it can achieve higher result than using a default hyper parameter.

3) K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN): KNN is a machine learning method that uses neighbouring data to get the result. KNN can be used as regressor or classifier. As a classifier, KNN will assign new data to a class that is nearest to its K neighbour. K is the number of the neighbour.

---

1 https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/online+news+popularity
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In KNN, firstly, the distance of new data will be measured against all of the data in the dataset. There are various algorithms to measure the distance of the data, such as Euclidean distance and Manhattan distance. Then, after the distance of the new data and all of the data is known, several data with the shortest distance with the new data will determine what the label of the data is. The new data will be assigned to a label with n data with the shortest distance. The number of n is equal to the number of K.

The number of K will affect the result of KNN. KNN is a simple yet effective classification method used in many classification problems [16] [19].

4) Adaptive Boosting (AdaBoost): AdaBoost is a classification method that combines several weak classifier methods to achieve better result [2]. The weak classifier will be trained into the dataset, and then the weight is assigned to them until all classifier has optimal weight and best prediction result. AdaBoost uses only a significant feature in the dataset as training. It makes AdaBoost's accuracy result have a higher accuracy Adaptive boosting tend to have an over fitting problem and sensitive to noisy data and outliers.

5) Grid Search: Grid Search is a widely used method for hyper parameter optimization [16]. Grid Search is a hyper parameter optimization method that uses brute force in order to find the best hyper parameter. It is more guaranteed to find the optimal hyper parameter because Grid Search will try all possible combination within a set of parameters. [20] and [21] is the usage of grid search for hyper parameter optimization.

6) Genetic algorithm: The genetic algorithm is a parameter optimization algorithm inspired by the process of evolution [17]. A chromosome is the representation of solution in the genetic algorithm. Then, it uses crossover and mutation to generate the new solution. Crossover is a mechanism of combining two chromosomes into one chromosome. The mutation is a process to get a new solution by changing one chromosome. The solution will then be evaluated with the objective function and the solution that didn't fit the criteria will be dropped. The solution kept will continue the process of crossover and mutation and evaluation until the stop condition is met. The stop condition can be a number of iteration and a certain time limit.

The genetic algorithm is a versatile algorithm which can be used in several problems. In [22] the authors introduce an approach to multilingual single-document extractive summarization where summarization is considered as an optimization or a search problem which is solved by using genetic algorithms. In [23] genetic algorithm has been applied for effective personalize web search-based on clustered query sessions. The genetic algorithm also used for term-weighting learning in term of text classification [24].

The genetic algorithm can be used as a method to find an optimal hyperparameter of machine learning methods. For example in [25], Genetic Algorithm is used as hyperparameter tuning of a fuzzy rule to classify facial expression. The purpose is to make the fuzzy method to get a better classification result.

C. Hyperparameter Optimization Methods

Hyper parameter is a parameter that is necessary for machine learning methods to make a classification. Each machine learning methods have different hyper parameters. Choosing the right parameters can make a significant difference in prediction results. That's why it is important to make a tuning in hyper parameter instead using the default parameters of machine learning. Determining these hyper parameters can be done manually by trying all of the possible value. But, doing that is time-consuming because the number of possible combination is very large. That's why optimization algorithm to automatically find the optimal hyper parameter such as Grid Search is often used.

D. Proposed Method

The implementation of this research is shown in Fig. 1. Firstly the dataset needs to be downloaded from UCI Machine Learning website. The format file of the dataset is Comma Separated Values (CSV). This dataset don't have any missing value and all of the data is already in number, so a preprocessing method to fill the missing value and data conversion is not necessary. Almost all of the attributes will be used in the experiment which is 58 attributes. These attributes are the attributes that influence the popularity of the online news.

This dataset needs to be labelled first in order to do a classification because this dataset didn't have a label determining whether it is popular or not. The data in the dataset that can be used as popularity measurement is the number of the shares. If the number of shares reaches 1400 or more, then it is considered as popular, otherwise, it is not popular. This label is important because, in the methods that will be used, the data need to be a categorical data or in this research a binary data because there are only two labels for the data. The new data will be classified into these labels.

After the dataset was labeled, the next step is to split the dataset into two parts. The first part is the training dataset and the second part is testing dataset. The splitting ratio used in this research is 70% for training and 30% for testing. This was done using the Scikit Learn library in python [26]. Scikit Learn is a collection of library specialized at handling machine learning problem. From here on, until the evaluation, Scikit Learn library was used in the implementation.

Hyperparameter optimization comes after that. It is to determine the value of hyperparameter in machine learning automatically. Here, the genetic algorithm was proposed to replace the grid search method. The genetic algorithm will be used before the classification process to make the classification result of machine learning better. It is necessary to define several things before we can use a genetic algorithm, such as the chromosome, crossover rate, mutation rate, the number of iteration, etc. The chromosome of this algorithm is the hyperparameter of the machine learning. Each of the machine learning has different hyperparameter to optimize. In SVM, the chromosome of genetic algorithm will be Gamma, C, and kernel, in AdaBoost, they are number of estimator and...
learning rate, then in Random Forest, the parameters are number of decision tree used, minimum sample leaf, and minimum weight fraction of leaf, and finally the number of K is the hyperparameter to optimize in KNN method. The crossover rate used is 0.5 and the mutation rate is 0.1. The tournament will be used as evaluation method to determine the next generation of the population. Lastly, the number of iteration used is 10 iteration. To implement this method, we use evolutionary algorithm search CV in Scikit-learn with population size 50 and generation number 1000.

The methods used these experiments are SVM, RF, AdaBoost, and KNN. Fig. 3 is the chart of the computational time needed for Grid Search and Genetic Algorithm to solve it. The time measurement is in second.

From the result of the experiment, the accuracy, of Grid Search and Genetic Algorithm is almost the same. Genetic Algorithm generates several solutions in one iteration. To get a new solution, Genetic Algorithm uses crossover and mutation method. Crossover is a combination of two solutions while mutation is a modification of one solution. This way of getting a new solution is derived from a process of evolution. The child is usually better than the parent, that's why it can be assumed that a combination or modification of solution can make a better solution result.

When it comes to computational time, Genetic Algorithm can achieve a much better result. From Fig. 3, the difference of computational time can be clearly seen. This make the prediction of online news popularity become faster. In Support Vector Machine, the time improvement to obtain the optimal hyper parameter is 7481 seconds. In the Random forest, 112 seconds is the time improvement result. Adaptive Boosting has 6758 seconds improvement, and lastly, K - Nearest Neighbour is improved by 242 seconds. The entire machine learning methods has significant time improvement. This happened because genetic algorithm did not search all possible hyper parameter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>Grid Search</th>
<th>Genetic Algorithm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AdaBoost</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNN</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

The experiment in this research is comparing the accuracy and computation time of online news popularity prediction by using grid search and genetic algorithm. The result of the experiment is in Table 1 for implementation using Grid Search and Table 2 is Genetic Algorithm implementation. The time in this experiment is in second. Fig. 2 is the chart of the evaluation of prediction using optimized hyper parameter. The evaluation method that is used in this research is the accuracy of machine learning methods using optimized hyper parameter.
Genetic Algorithm uses crossover and mutation to get a new solution in each iteration. In each iteration, Genetic Algorithm will get a better solution. The iteration in Genetic Algorithm will be executed until a stop condition is met, such as the execution time and the number of iteration. This method makes Genetic Algorithm can get better hyper parameter when the iteration ends without trying all possible combination to get the best result. This makes Genetic Algorithm can have a faster computational time. For the next work, we can try deep learning to make an online news popularity prediction and use genetic algorithm to get the hyper parameter of deep learning methods for a better accuracy.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The rapid usage of the internet makes online news become a popular source to obtain information. It is important to measure the popularity of online news prior to its publication. To solve this problem, we can use machine learning methods such as SVM, Random Forest, etc. The accuracy of machine learning methods’ classification can be increased by tuning its hyper parameter. In this research, a genetic algorithm is proposed as hyper parameter tuning. The experiment is implemented using Scikit Learn library and the data used is the online news dataset downloaded from UCI machine learning site. This dataset has 39797 instances and 61 attributes.

Based on the experiment, it can be concluded that genetic algorithm can produce an optimal hyper parameter for machine learning with a reasonable amount of time. This happen because genetic algorithm can search for a better solution without trying all possible solution. It makes Genetic Algorithm a better replacement for Grid Search when the dataset that needs to be processed is very large.
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